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How is your car performing? Can it still hold a headlight? Does it roar as it goes down the hill? It all
matters, particularly in winter, when lighting conditions are bad. There are a number of easy ways to
check the health of your headlight bulbs. But, if the headlight is on at a highway speed, your chances
of rolling over are higher than at a stop light. Avoid rolling over — or being the cause of a rollover —
by checking the function of your headlights. Here are a few safety tips for winter driving: Put the car
in neutral. The vehicle speed will not be high enough to cause a rollover. Check the readout on the
dashboard for the light level. This can indicate how bright the lights are. It is best to check the
headlight bulbs in the AM or PM. Use low beams during the day. This will reduce the headlight
dazzle and glare. Adjust the headlights. If the lenses are dirty or cracked, get a new pair of
headlights at the local auto parts store. Adjust the headlight focus. Check that the headlight is
focused where you need to be to avoid the risk of hitting the car in front of you. The headlights may
need to be adjusted. If the dashboard gauge is not working, the driver can also use the headlights to
check how the lights are focusing. Check the adjusting grip. The headlight adjustment screws can
get loose over time. Consider getting a new set of headlights that have an adjusting grip. Learn more
by visiting Ready for the winter driving season? Tip 10: Check the lights Check your headlights
before driving at nighttime, so you can stay safe. Although your car may still be able to turn on the
headlights during the day, the use of headlights during the day can damage both the lamps and
windshield. It is best to use them only at nighttime. Before leaving your car unattended, check the
bulbs on both the right and the left sides of the vehicle. If you are dealing with an older vehicle, it is
important to replace the headlight bulbs, as the bulbs become brittle and can break if they are not
replaced frequently. Tips for a safe winter driving season If you are going to spend the night alone,
make sure that your car has enough gas, so that you won’t have to rely on your backup system.
Consider taking a trip with a friend or family member during the day and leaving the vehicle
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